UNDERGRADUATE COURSE DESCRIPTION

Term: Spring 2018
Instructors: Joshua Burns, Paul Cizek, Michael Cover, Nick Elder, Jason Hitchcock, Conor Kelly, Gary Klump, Kyle Potter, Wesley Sutermeister, John Thiede
Course #: THEO 1001
Sections: 101–112
Course Title: Introduction to Theology
Topic: God, Christ, and Human Transformation

Description:

This course will introduce you to the discipline of theology, or the study of God. A team of instructors representing a variety of critical approaches and religious perspectives will guide you through Christianity’s rich history of thought about the nature of the divine and its significance toward the human condition. The class will meet three days a week. All sections will meet together on Wednesday for a thematic lecture on key theological texts, concepts, and frameworks. Sections will meet individually in smaller groups on Monday and Friday to reflect on the week's lecture and to discuss its implications.